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    These are notes in support of the lecture course offered this year by Prof. Chris Bretherton.  
Students came from Atmospheric Sciences, Applied Mathematics and Oceanography, and this is 
a particularly important preparation for specialized courses like Geophysical Fluid Dynamics. !
   The lab makes it possible to see essentially all the key ideas in these courses (and then some).   
Over about 25 years we have found it to be an effective complement to the classroom, as well as 
stimulating new research ideas.   Despite the ever more accurate computer models of fluids in 
action, there are many reasons to continue experimenting with real fluids.  One of these involves 
the basic physics (and chemistry) of water in all its phases.   Water is a remarkably unusual 
substance yet like Mona Lisa’s smile, it is not easy to see it afresh.   !
   I hope to continue writing down these experiments and the theoretical ideas that surround 
them, as we proceed into this year’s GFD series, come Winter and Spring 2015.  Bundled 
together with videos from the lab, it might turn into an interesting volume.    !
   I am indebted to Eric Lindahl and Bob Koon, who worked as engineers in my GFD lab for 
many years, and provided not only technical expertise, but some of the most creative research 
and effective teaching of students that I have ever seen.  
     Peter Rhines, Seattle, 5 Dec 2014 
            http://www.ocean.washington.edu/gfd



AS505/Ocean 511  
Lab #1a:  pressure, buoyancy, Archimedes Principle, hydrostatic balance 
                P.Rhines notes  13x2014 !
Summary !
 o  Archimedes principle and hydrostatic balance: water at rest presses on a solid object 
with the same force that it presses on water, if the object is removed (the ‘weight of water 
displaced by the object’).  Weigh a solid object in air, and then weight it immersed in water: the 
difference in weight is the object’s volume times the fluid density…that is Archimedes’ buoyancy 
force.   
 o  The upward buoyancy force on solids or on the fluid itself is the result of the 
hydrostatic increase in pressure with depth, which is proportional to fluid density: a ‘spar buoy’ 
or hydrometer tells you that fluid density. !
 o In many geophysical fluid flows the pressure is nearly hydrostatic: a spar buoy 
oscillates up and down when disturbed, with frequency calculated from hydrostatic balance.  
Fluid in a U-shaped tube oscillates (as a ‘fluid pendulum’) when disturbed. If the U is much 
wider than it is tall, the frequency (2g/L)1/2  can be found by assuming the pressure to be 
hydrostatic.  L is the length of the horizontal part of the U. Using Bernoulli’s equation, that 
frequency turns out to be exactly correct if L is taken to be the length of the whole fluid segment 
(vertical and horizontal);  in many cases,  fluid motions varying horizontally over distance L and 
varying vertically over distance H are nearly hydrostatic if (H/L)2 << 1…wide aspect ratio. 
 Pressure is hard to ‘see’, but the elevation pattern of a water surface tells us the pressure, 
when it is close to hydrostatic…as in long gravity waves.  !
 o  pressure forces arise from impacts of molecules on a solid boundary or the flux of the 
momentum of molecules through an imaginary control surface within the fluid: for an ideal, 
dilute gas the equation of state follows immediately, provided we define temperature as 
proportional to the kinetic energy of translation of gas molecules.   Polyatomic gases can store 
energy in vibrational and rotational modes of motion as well as their KE..roughly the same 
amount of energy in each degree of freedom: this leads to the great heat capacity of such gases, 
compared with monatomic or diatomic gases.  Knowing the numbers for specific heat capacity 
thus tells us the average speed of air molecules: 500 m sec-1 for air at room temperature.  Air is a 
mixture, and with the kinetic energy (i.e. the temperature) the same for each species of 
molecule, there is a wide range of rms speeds from the 21% of heavier, slower oxygen molecules 
to the 78% of lighter, faster nitrogen molecules.   
 We measure Kelvin temperature starting at 0K which is -2730C.  In the lab we used a 
flask connected to a glass syringe to plot the volume of air against temperature at constant 
pressure (atmospheric), from 00C to 400C.  For an ideal gas this defines at straight line, which 
intersects the zero axis for density at absolute zero Kelvin!   We missed the number but when 
done carefully it predicts -2730C quite well.  
  
 o   Several forms of the equation of state of air are useful :  P(ρ,T),  P(S,ρ), P(θ, ρ).    (S = 
entropy).  Adiabatic increase in temperature when fluid is compressed is very large: the absolute 
(Kelvin) temperature increases by a factor 1.32 when the fluid is compressed to 1/2 its initial 
volume.  In the lab, smaller adiabatic warming is visible in air jets striking a boundary, or in a 
syringe of air that is compressed, with a thermistor (resistance thermometer) inside: the 
temperature rises according to 
   T/T0=(ρ/ρ0)γ-1  = (ρ/ρ0)0.4  
  
 o   Moist air is dynamically active owing to phase change of water: evaporative cooling, 
warming by condensation: visible with liquid crystal thermometer sheets.  It takes 2.5 million 



Joules of energy to evaporate 1 kg of water at room temperature.  (That’s 1 kilowatt heating for 
42 minutes).  You are burnt (scalded) by steam when it condenses on your hand, not so much by 
its initially hot temperature.   A glass tube with water and bubbles of water vapor, evacuated to 
very low pressure, with the air removed, has strange properties: the ‘clinker’.  Vapor bubbles 
(not air) appear in this near-vacuum, and disappear as pressure changes due to shaking;  
warming one end of the tube evaporates water, pushing the column of fluid upward: this tells us 
the vapor pressure of water, which increases exponentially with temperature.  This becomes a 
‘heat pipe’  with vapor bubbles transferring heat from the evaporating warm end to where they 
condense at the cool end…as in the poleward flux of moist thermal energy in the atmosphere.  

  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Elaboration: 
 (These are notes meant to archive our lab demonstrations for the future, providing some detail 
behind the experiments, hence they are rather long). !
 Pressure exerts forces normal to a boundary, and is the only surface-contact force in a 
fluid at rest (viscous forces occur due to motion in a Newtonian fluid, including forces both 
tangential and normal to a boundary.  The ‘boundary’ can be an imagined surface within the 
fluid.  Pressure is a scalar, its force on a fluid is -∇p per unit volume. This body force can be 
integrated over a volume to give the normal surface pressure force, ∯pn dA where n is an 
inward pointing unit vector normal to the boundary, with area element dA.  {I’ll be talking about 
the molecular origin of pressure a bit in this Lab #1b.} !
 Hydrostatic balance:  
 In a resting fluid, the vertical momentum equation becomes just  
   0 = -1/ρ ∂P/∂z - g  
with no vertical acceleration, Dw/Dt, term. 
            Near the Earth’s surface  gz is the gradient of  the potential field Φ ≈ gz  where z  is a 
vertical unit vector and z is the vertical elevation.  As with other potential force fields, the work 
done against ‘gravity’ as a particle moves around is given by the difference in the potential Φ at 
the two end-points of its path, regardless of details of the path.   Thus it is in fact the potential 
energy of the particle, per unit mass.  With the complexity of the Earth’s mass field, the surfaces 
Φ=const. (called the ‘geoid’) are complex, roughly ellipsoidal with an Equatorial radius-bulge of 
21 km.  This defines the local vertical and the horizon. 
  ρΦ becomes our potential energy.  !
 The resting fluid is a balance between the downward ‘gravity’ force and upward buoyancy 
force: with pressure increasing downward, the normal pressure force on a cube of fluid is larger 
at its base than on its top, by just the right amount.   It often simply says that the force on the 
lower boundary due to pressure is just the weight of the column of fluid overhead.  !
  But not always.  For example a flask with sloping sides will have a net force on the 
bottom due to pressure which exceeds the weight of the water, in some cases by a large factor.  
While seemingly unimportant, consider a planet with a very thick atmosphere, greater than the 
radius of the solid planet.  Will the net gravity force of the atmosphere on the planet be equal to 
the weight of the air?  No!  Isaac Newton thought this through long ago. He concluded that the 
force on the planet is given by the weight of air in ‘soda-straw’ like cylinders above the planet, 
but much of the inward gravity force is balanced by the sloping sides of sectors of air bounded by 
radii…like an arched stone bridge: the weight of the stones is not balanced by anything but the 
other adjacent stones.  Or like a medieval cathedral roof with flying buttresses, which may have 
been  outside Newton’s window.  !
 Archimedes’ Principle: 
 is based on the intuitive idea that a solid immersed in a fluid will feel the same pressure force on 
its bounding faces, as did the fluid that it replaces (or ‘displaces’).  This is not obvious; if the 
fluid interacted at the molecular level with the solid it might exert some tangential forces…it 
might be ‘sticky’ fluid, perhaps non-Newtonian.  Not just viscous, because viscous forces in a 
simple fluid only occur with motion…shear and strain  But it is pretty good guess that those 
fluid-solid molecular bonds may not be strong enough to make the immersed solid behave 
strangely.   If this is all true,   the upward buoyancy force in a resting fluid must equal the weight 
of the displaced fluid:  fluid density  times the volume times g.   !



            Using this, the volume and density of the king’s crown can be measured, no matter how 
complex its shape.   Weigh the crown in air and then immerse it, hanging on a string, in the fluid 
and find the change in weight of the beaker of fluid with and without the crown there.   
 Wcrown-in-air - Wcrown-in-water  = ∆W  
                       = weight of water displaced by the crown =  g ρwater  Vcrown  
Since we know ∆W and the density of fresh water (about 1 gram cm-3 or 1000 kg m-3)  we have 
the volume  Vcrown of the crown.  The king wants to know its density to see if it is gold or some 
base metal, and that is 
  ρcrown = Wcrown-in-air/g Vcrown      where Vcrown = ∆W/gρwater 
           = ρwater (Wcrown-in-air/∆W) 
           = ρwater (1/(1-Wcrown-in-water/Wcrown-in-air) !
 Spar buoy / hydrometer:  
 A floating object with some ‘freeboard’ projecting above the surface is also in hydrostatic 
balance.  It will float higher if the density of fluid is reduced.  The hydrometer is a glass float  
calibrated to show the fluid density by the markings on its side.   It resembles an oceanographic 
spar buoy, or a ‘dead head’ which is a log floating vertically in Puget Sound (what determines 
whether a log floats horizontally or vertically?).  Very dangerous for boaters.   !
 Oscillating spar buoy:  
  to read the markings, it helps to tap the top, so that it oscillates.  What determines the 
frequency of this oscillation? When pushed downward it displaces more water, hence there is a 
larger upward buoyancy force.  We neglect the momentum of the disturbed water, and 
approximate the pressure as hydrostatic.  Suppose Z’ is the height of the of the hydrometer 
relative to its resting position.  A is the cross-section area of the hydrometer near the surface.  
F=MA balances the acceleration with the Archimedian restoring force. 
                 M d2Z’/dt2 =   gρwater AZ’ 
The righthand side is the weight of water displaced, minus the weight of rest-state water 
displaced.  This equation has solutions Z’ = const x sin σt  or cos σt where 
   σ2 = gρwater A/M 
If the hydrometer were a simple right circular cylinder with uniform A, density ρcylinder and total 
height H, then    
 M = AHρcylinder   
and  
  σ2 = (g/H)(ρwater /ρcylinder) 
so long as the cylinder is floating (ρwater /ρcylinder> 1)  
 What does our neglect of the water motion suggest about the real oscillation frequency, 
compared with the hydrostatic model? !
 U-tube oscillator: 
 Hydrostatic pressure is at work in a U-shaped tube with water in it, not filled.  The water 
oscillates nicely when disturbed.  If we assume the pressure to be nearly hydrostatic, a model of 
the oscillation is as follows.  Suppose the tube has a long horizontal segment of length L and 
cross sectional area A.  It has two vertical ends where the water column can rise or fall. Most of 
the mass of the fluid is in the long horizontal section, with mass ALρ. When the water is 
oscillating there is an unbalanced force due to the height difference between the two ends.  Say 
the height perturbation is Z’, in one of those end segments.  This suggests a net hydrostatic force  
2ρgZ’ (the 2 is there because one end goes down when the other goes up).  This gives the 
pressure difference driving the water in the horizontal segment.  The oscillator equation is 
 ALρ d2Z’/dt2  = 2ρg Z’  
and the resulting frequency of a Ζ’ =  const. x  sin σt  oscillation is 
 σ = √(2g/L) 



Look familiar?  Think pendulum… it is a fluid pendulum.   But notice what happens as L 
becomes small.   The hydrostatic approximation breaks down as we have neglected the mass 
contributed by the vertical segments of tubing.  The exact theory (no hydrostatic assumption) 
using Bernoulli’s equation shows that this is the correct frequency if L is taken to be the entire 
length of the fluid, including the end pipes (so long as they are still vertical).  If the end pipes are 
tilted, the frequency decreases (less gravity pull along the direction of the tube).  
 The lesson here is that the pressure in a moving fluid is often close to hydrostatic if the 
fluid has a much wider horizontal scale over which the motion varies (L) than the vertical scale 
over which the fluid motion varies (H). 
  (H/L)2 <<1 
You may notice that the U-tube oscillator is easier to excite by moving it horizontally than by 
moving it vertically.  Horizontal momentum balance is the key,  driven by the small pressure 
differences from ‘weight of fluid overhead’.  When in a U-shape this is a nearly perfect model of 
a fluid particle in a standing deep-water gravity wave.  !!!!
 

  !
 ρ(T) equation of state for fresh water: 
 Water expands only gradually with increasing temperature. The thermal expansion 
coefficient is  
 α = -(1/ρ)dρ/dT 
and it growns nearly linearly from 0 to about 2.0 x 10-4 at 200C: see the plots below of ρ(T) and  
α(T) for fresh water. There is a famous maximum in density at about 40C which helps lakes to 
freeze on top, rather than their bottom…. as winter comes, cooled water sinks until it reaches 
40C, but colder water floats and freezes.   This maximum disappears for saline sea water (which 
still freezes on top, but that’s partly because the ocean is stably stratified to begin with, and can’t 
convect down to the bottom, but also because the cooling is at the top). !
 Take very hot and very cold water and see how the hydrometer registers the density, 
which is always close to 1 g cm-3  or 1000 km m-3  (1 metric tonne per cubic meter).  At 200C ρ = 
998.2 kg m-3.   Compare with an estimate from typical values of  α.  The text and appendices in 
Gill’s textbook Atmosphere-Ocean Dynamics are a good source of equation-of-state resource.  
So is the CSIRO Seawater Library: equation of state m-file package used to draw the attached 
curves for water:   http://www.cmar.csiro.au/datacentre/ext_docs/seawater.htm  !
 Salinity can yield larger changes in density, more than 15%. Yet the two effects on density  
are comparable in the oceans, with temperature winning in many regions.  !
   



!!!!!!
below: equation of state for fresh water ρ(T) (kg m-3) and thermal expansion 104α(T) at 
atmospheric pressure. 
  

                   
 Three equations of state for ideal gas: 
An ideal gas has an equation of state relating 3 state variables… from among several more.  
Some favorites: 
   p = ρRT            (1) 
where R is the gas constant specific to the gas, given by R = R*/ma where ma is the mass of one 
mole of gas.    R* is the Universal Gas Constant,  
   R* = 8314.36 J kmol-1 K-1     (Gill Atmosphere-Ocean Dynamics Chap. 3). 
 For dry air which is mostly diatomic, and mostly nitrogen (78.1% ) and oxygen (21.0% yet 
declining gradually),  ma =  28.966 (the mass in grams of 22.4 liters of gas at 00C and 1 bar 
pressure) 
   R = 287.04   J kg-1 K-1.  
For water vapor, such an important component of moist air,  ma = 18.016 (two H and one O) and 
   R=RV= 461.5 J kg-1 K-1. 
    Not so common an equation of state is, instead of ρ and T to use entropy S and ρ as state 
variables: 
   P =   P0 exp(S/Cv) (ρ/ρ0)γ   (2)   !
where  γ = CP/CV,   CP = ∂’Q/∂T|P ,    CV  = ∂’Q/∂T|V .     γ  is the ratio of specific heat capacities at 
constant pressure and constant volume.  We need to specify the reference value for entropy S; 
here choose S=0 at some initial time when T=T0, ρ=ρ0 and  P0 = ρ0 R T0.    S changes with time 
due to the integrated heating or cooling,  d’Q; (dS = d’Q/T) .  (2) is derived from (1) and the 1st 
law of thermodynamics in the form  dE = Cv dT = T dS + pρ-2dρ . !
  Τhe specific heat capacity   depends on the molecule: CP  =  5/2 R for monatomic, 
 7/2 R for diatomic, 4R for polyatomic (Gill p.43).  So for dry air 
   γ = 7/5 = 1.4 
Yet the accuracy of this dilute ideal gas theory decreases for increasingly large molecules.     



!
 Notice that (1) and (2) show that an isothermal process has p varying in direct 
proportion to ρ, whereas an adiabatic process (constant entropy, no heat inflow or outflow) has 
p varying more rapidly with density, like ργ = ρ1.4 .  Heat conducted or radiated away in an 
isothermal compression is a negative feedback, reducing the change in pressure, compared with 
the adiabatic case.  !
 Potential temperature θ of dry air, greatly useful in atmospheric dynamics, is the 
temperature of an air parcel moved adiabatically to a known pressure level…compressed or 
expanded: in absence of heat diffusion or heat sources θ is conserved following a  fluid parcel of 
dry air.   Since entropy is constant in such a parcel, S and θ must be proportional to one another.   
Using a peculiar form of the 1st law of thermodynamics  Gill (p.53) shows that 
   S = CP ln (θ/θ0)   
where θ0  is a reference point where S = 0.   Substitute into (2) and we have !
   P = P0 (ρθ/ρ0θ0)γ                           (3) !
a very tidy equation of state in terms of density and potential temperature.  As above,  
P0 = ρ0 R T0 defines the reference state.  
  
 Adiabatic compression or expansion (where entropy is constant when no heating of the 
fluid occurs, since TdS = d’Q; the ‘prime’ in d’Q indicates that “heat” is not a state variable that 
can be differentiated; thus “heat” is a verb but not a noun.  Entropy, thankfully, is a state 
variable which is why we often write the 1st law of thermodynamics as     
                                                   CV dT = T dS + p/ρ2 dρ ).   
Using equation of state (1) and (2), with S = constant, we find 
   T/T0=(ρ/ρ0)γ-1  = (ρ/ρ0)0.4 
for air.  This then tells us that compressing a fluid to 1/2 its initial volume will raise its absolute 
(Kelvin-) temperature by a whopping factor 1.31.  We did not see this much heat gain in the lab 
because of the small air sample and heat loss to the walls.   !
 The molecular origin of pressure and temperature: 
 But, what is pressure, and what is temperature?  Often they are only loosely defined in 
text-books.  Both represent the kinetic energy of gas molecules.  This the microscopic nature of 
thermal energy: it is mechanical translational energy of molecules.  
  
  Pressure exerts forces normal to a boundary, and is the only surface-contact force in a 
fluid at rest (viscous forces occur due to motion in a Newtonian fluid, including forces both 
tangential and normal to a boundary.  The ‘boundary’ can be an imagined surface within the 
fluid.  Pressure is a scalar, its force on a fluid is -∇p per unit volume. This body force can be 
integrated over a volume to give the normal surface pressure force, ∯pn dA where n is an 
inward pointing unit vector normal to the boundary, with area element dA. Formally pressure is 
the isotropic stress tensor for a fluid at rest, P lies along the diagonal of that tensor; see 
Batchelor (An Introduction to Fluid Dynamics, 1967) for an impeccable discussion. If the fluid 
is moving, it is not the only force normal to a boundary or control surface because there can be 
normal viscous  stresses (the ones that hold together a stream of honey slowly falling under 
gravity, due to molecular diffusion of momentum).  
  
 Pressure arises from the momentum of molecules impacting a boundary or flying 
through an imaginary boundary (a control surface) within the gas.  Clearly they exert a force on 
a solid boundary, whatever its orientation,  as their momentum vector is reflected.  The strength 
of the force varies linearly with molecular normal velocity component, v1 .  But the number of 
impacts per second also varies directly with that velocity, so the force exerted goes as v12.  



Obviously the mass  m of a molecule also is relevant, so we begin to suspect kinetic energy KE 
per molecule.  Working out the details (accounting for the 3 components of molecular velocity, 
assuming them to have the same r.m.s value), the force exerted per unit area is flux (normal to 
the wall) of momentum (component normal to the wall):  
   P =  n m <v12>      
       =  ρ <v12>                     
where n is the number of molecules per unit volume, and the macroscopic fluid density is ρ = 
nm. Then for one molecule !
   KE =        1/2 m(v12 +  v22  + v32) = 3/2 mv12    
Combining,  
   P = 2/3 ρ KE 
Now we define temperature to be proportional to the kinetic energy of a molecule, 
   KE = 3/2 kT 
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38 x 10-23 J K-1.  Substitute to get 
   P = nkT  
Introduce the gas constant  R = k/m and we have 
   P = ρRT   
where R = R*/ma is based on the universal gas constant, R*.  Notice that k is like the inverse of 
Avogadro’s number, A = 6.02 x 1023  , the number of molecules in one mole of gas. The numbers 
k and A connect the formulas between single molecules and bulk properties of the gas.    See, for 
example, http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/kinetic/idegas.html !
 Equipartition of energy: 
 Classical statistical mechanics is a remarkably successful theory, and it goes on to 
describe the probability density function of molecular speeds, and particularly the equipartition 
of energy among the different possible motions of molecules. Pressure and temperature rely 
only on the KE of translation of the gas molecules, but there is also mechanical energy of 
molecular rotation and vibration, organized by quantum physics effects.  The remarkable idea is 
that energy tends to be equal in each of these modes of motion.  Thus complex molecules, with 
many possible vibrational states and 3 rotational states can store much more energy per degree 
C of warming, than can a monatomic gas.   This gives a theory of specific heat capacity gases (for 
example the dry air mixture,  and  pure water vapor), the numbers given above.  It is not 
completely accurate, as seen in experimental data, yet still impressive.   Of course 
electromagnetic radiation and absorption by gas molecules, due to their vibrational modes, is at 
the heart of greenhouse effect, spectroscopy of distant planets, etc.    And, in a gas mixture of 
two species, say oxygen and hydrogen, elastic collisions give the light hydrogen molecules much 
faster mean speed than the heavier oxygen molecules. !
  Sound speed: 
 Another macroscopic effect of the equation of state is sound propagation, with speed  
                    Cs2  = (∂p/∂ρ)|S  
which is the compressibility of the gas at constant entropy.  Isaac Newton appears again: in a 
rare moment of error, he assumed sound waves compressed the air isothermally.  For a perfect 
gas we find Cs2  = γRT.  For air this is 340 m sec-1 at room temperature.  At this point, 
remembering that temperature is proportional to kinetic energy of air molecules, we find their 
rms velocity is  vrms  = (3RT)1/2 , for air at 300K (270C), vrms = 500 m sec-1.  This is only slightly 
greater than the sound speed, suggesting some interesting effects on propagation. !!
  !!!
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AS505/Ocean 511  University of Washington 
Lab #2:  Bernoulli and Vorticity 
                P.B. Rhines notes  6 xi 2014 !
 Summary 
  
 o  Bernoulli ping-pong  
  o  potential flow vs. real flow (around an obstacle or a mountain); flow separation 
 o  the two components of pressure gradient: along and across streamlines 
 o  flow over a mountain: the hydraulic channel 
  free-surface elevation 
  pressure forces exerted by the fluid on its boundary and vice-versa 
 o  fluid pressure forces and vorticity 
   
Ping-pong balls and pressure drag !
   Ping-pong balls held in an air jet tell us two things: the air exerts a force on the ball (to balance  
its weight) and the ball is held stably in the stream and even can withstand side-wise forces, 
understandable with Bernoulli’s equation (plus some intuition and observation). !
   An ideal inviscid fluid flowing past a sphere or a circular cylinder has streamlines symmetrical 
about the mid-line of the body;   This is known as ‘potential flow’, and has zero vorticity. In 2 
dimensional flow Laplace’s equation  ∇2ψ = 0 governs the flow, where ψ is the streamfunction. 
Zero vorticity is consistent with the uniform upstream velocity and the conservation of vorticity 
following the flow.  Bernoulli tells us that the pressure is high where fluid decelerates as it 
approaches the cylinder…think of it ‘slamming into’ the cylinder.   Conversely, where 
streamlines bunch at the sides of the cylinder, speed is high and pressure low. ..think of it 
curving sharply, requiring an inward pressure force to hold it on its path.  The pressure is 
highest at the stagnation points, fore and aft, and there is no net pressure force on the cylinder…
no pressure drag.  !
  Obviously something is missing with the inviscid picture, Fig. 3.  Flow of a viscous fluid is 
completely different, Fig. 4.  And, as the viscosity goes toward zero, the flow structure continues 
to be completely different, and never approximates the potential flow solution!  Or, only for very 
large values of the viscosity coefficient ν is the flow anything like inviscid potential flow. How 
ironical. !
   Realistic forces of winds and currents on a cylinder (or any solid boundary) develop when the 
symmetry is broken:  viscosity, however small, causes the flow to separate from the boundary of 
the cylinder, forming a wake in which the pressure fails to ‘recover’ to the high value seen at the 
upstream stagnation point.  Often the flow is quite slow in the wake; you stand behind a tree in 
cold wind for shelter.   That would seem to imply high pressure in the wake..slow flow, but it is a 
mistake to apply Bernoulli in that way.  !!!!!
  
   !!!



!!!!!
Figs. 1-4 left: Ping-pong ball suspended in an air jet;  right upper:inviscid potential flow 
round a cylinder (similar to a sphere); right lower: observed flow round a cylinder at moderate 
Reynolds number (Van Dyke, Album of Fluid Motion, Parabolic Press). !!
   Bernoulli tells us about the variation in pressure along streamlines; to complement Bernoulli, 
we need an expression for the pressure gradient normal to (‘across’)  streamlines.  Suppose the 
streamlines curve smoothly (figure…). Fitting a circle locally to the streamline at a single point,  
the momentum equation in circular polar coordinates then approximates the balance: 
(coordinates (r,θ) and velocity (ur, uθ) across and along the streamline…but ur = 0 since the flow 
is along the streamline.                    

   $  

for steady flow, with ur = 0,  we have simply     

    $  

where r is the radius of curvature of the streamline: the pressure gradient normal to the 
streamline balances centripetal acceleration.    The two expressions for pressure variation along 
(by Bernoulli conservation) and across (by centripetal acceleration) streamlines provide tools to 
understand wake flows.  !
   Armed with this idea, notice in Fig. 4 that the streamlines are nearly straight at the edge of the 
cylinder wake…their curvature is small, radius of curvature is large.  There is thus very little 
pressure difference between the slow velocity wake and the fast streamlines adjacent.  Actually 
the small curvature seen in the figure shows the pressure to be a bit lower in the wake than in 
the fast stream, just the opposite of the potential flow solution.   
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!
   Calculating and estimating drag force of the flow on a solid object.   We know the pressure at 
the forward stagnation point to be 1/2 ρUo2 where U0 is the uniform velocity upstream.  As the 
streamlines fan out to round the obstacle, the pressure drops, but a crude estimate of the total 
downstream force,  F, on the object is just the stagnation pressure times the area ‘seen’ by the 
flow..the projected area, A, of the sphere or cylinder on a vertical plane: 
   F = 1/2 ρ Uo2 Cd A  
where Cd is a fudge factor, to be determined by experiment.  It turns out to be near unity over a 
wide range of values of viscosity (or better, of the non-dimensional Reynolds number,                 
Re = U0 L/ν,  where L is the diameter of the sphere or cylinder).  !
   We tested this idea in the lab.   Two ‘pucks’ were fashioned of clay, one with diameter twice the 
other, with the larger one weighing 4 times the smaller.  Falling steadily down a column of 
water,  the force of gravity was a factor of 4 different yet they fell at the same speed (actually I’ve 
neglected a small Archimedean buoyancy difference here).  The formula above is consistent with 
this since A varies as the square of the diameter.   Careful tests show the drag coefficient Cd to 

range from 
about 0.1 to 2 
over a wide 
range of Re. !

!!
 This verifies that the slow flow in the wake behind the cylinder in fact has pressure similar to 
the far upstream pressure despite the difference in speed.  Bernoulli works along streamlines, 
not across them!   !
Flow over a mountain 
   Water flowing in a channel is a good place to exercise Bernoulli. It is also scientifically and 
practically important.   It involves gravity waves in essential ways.   With a ‘mountain’  or ‘hill’ 
partially blocking the flow,  we see a simple response of the water surface for very slow or very 
fast flows.  A slow flow has to accelerate in the smaller depth over the hill.  Assuming the flow 
uniform with depth, we have  
    ud = constant                             (1) 
where d is the thickness of the water layer.  Along the free surface the pressure is constant (equal 
to atmospheric pressure) and so Bernoulli gives 
    1/2 u2 + gη = constant = gH              (2) 



where η is the elevation of the water surface. Here we argue that far upstream the water depth H 
is large and hence the u2 term is negligibly small.    If the hill’s height is h(x),  then 
     h + d = η.                                     (3) 
Hydrostatic pressure approximation gives 
    p = p0 + ρgη.  
To accelerate the flow over the hill there must be a pressure gradient provided by a decrease in η 
above the hill.   This is visible, though small (in the analogous density stratified flow the vertical 
displacement is much greater).      !
    For very fast flow, there is another solution, because it is possible for the surface to rise even 
more than the hill’s height so that the layer thickness is larger over top of the hill than 
elsewhere. In this case u must decrease and Bernoulli again links the velocity and layer thickness 
correctly.      !
    But the most interesting flow is very different from these solutions which tend to be 
symmetric upstream and downstream of the hill-top.   The reason it develops is that the 
symmetric solution develops such a large ‘dip’ that there is no longer enough potential energy to 
drive the velocity fast enough (the thickness gets so small that u would need to be huge).  So 
Nature finds another way. 

!
Fig. 5  Sketch of slow and fast flow over a bump.  Deflection of the water surface is sketched 
above the topography.  With slow flow the velocity increases where the layer thickness is small 
to conserve volume flux ud; the resulting low pressure sucks the water surface down.  But with 
very fast flow, the layer thickness actually increases over the bump and hence u must decrease 
there: from Bernoulli, this is creates high pressure, consistent with an upward deflection of the 
surface. !
Combining the three equations above, we find  

    $  

This remarkable equation says that either the flow is symmetric about the hill top (∂d/∂x=0 
where ∂h/∂x = 0)  or otherwise   
         u2/gd =1                      (4) !
at the hill top where ∂h/∂x = 0.  Fr ≡  u2/gd is called the Froude number at the crest of the hill, 
Fr ;  it is the squared ratio of the flow speed to the propagation speed of long gravity waves  
(both observed at the hilltop).   So now the non-symmetrical flow that was so evident, with a 

(u
2

gd
−1) ∂d

∂x
= ∂h
∂x



sloping surface and continuing acceleration on the lee side of the hill,  is solved.   At the crest of 
the hill we can solve for the water surface height. Combining (1), (2) and (4) we find at the hill 
top !!!
 layer thickness d =  d|hilltop = 2/3 (H-h),  !
              volume flux                  (ud)|hilltop = g1/2 (d|hilltop)3/2 !
This says that the water layer occupies 2/3 of the height between the hilltop and the upstream 
surface level, and the volume flux of water (everywhere) varies as the 3/2 power of this layer 
thickness.  A remarkably simple prediction, it seems consistent with our lab experiment.    !

   This is quite an advanced result of hydraulic flow theory, 
and it largely explains the intense downslope winds seen in 
many mountainous regions, as well fast tidal flows over 
undersea ridges.  Bernoulli intuition tells us that the fast 
(‘supercritical’) flow on the downslope of the hill has 
pressure very much lower than on the upslope and hence a 
strong pressure drag occurs there (the drag force is p∂h/∂x).     
The remarkable result that the Froude number Fr = 1 at the 
hilltop is known as ‘hydraulic control’ of the flow.  !

   We can say more about the solution in the 
interesting fast-flow region in the lee.  Since the 
flow is closely parallel to the downsloping 
topography in that thin layer, we know the 

pressure and hence the pressure drag, as 
well as the velocity, which increases with 
1/2 u2 + gz = const (minus some frictional 
resistance). Bernoulli conservation ties 
together the pressure and velocity, and 
basic conservation of mass also ties 

together the velocity 
and fluid layer 
thickness, d.  !
  !!!!!!

Fig. 6   Flow from left to right over a mountain,  from slow (above) to fast (below).  The dip in 
the water surface (hence low pressure) is visible at top, and it moves downstream as the flow 
speed increases to critical (Fr = 1) at the top of the mountain.  The surface is height at the crest 
of the topography is close to the 1/3:2/3 rule predicted from Bernoulli function conservation. 
We don’t see the ‘fast flow’ solution symmetric about the mid-line, which appears at much faster 
flow speed,  Fr >> 1. In the lab we do this by slowing down the wave speed, using CO2 gas 
instead of water as the fluid layer. !



  The fast flow on the downstream lee side of the mountain corresponds to very low pressure, 
high speed and high pressure drag on the solid topography.  It is a prominent effect in the lee of 
mountains everywhere: the Chinook winds of Colorado, Santa Anna in southern California, Bora 
in Trieste,  Föhn in the Alps.   Roof-tops are blown off.   !
   Equal and opposite to the pressure force on the topography must be an upstream force on the 
fluid, trying to slow it down.  Notice also the waves: they provide another way to move 
momentum around.  When the fluid is density stratified, internal gravity waves are generated. 
But where this happens can vary: internal waves can transport the momentum upward where it 
acts as a body force on the atmosphere at high altitude. !!!!!
Vorticity-the vector tracer !
    A brief note about fluid drag:  paddling a canoe or kayak, it becomes obvious that vortices are 
generated in connection with pushing on the water.  A very efficient fluid structure that carries 
momentum is a vortex pair…a dipole with vortices of opposite sign.   In the cylinder wakes 
above, vorticity is active.  The figures below from Van Dyke’s Album make this clear.  Saffman’s 
book on Vortex Dynamics shows that the force exerted on the fluid (by your paddle), integrated 
over time, is equal to the dipole moment of vorticity.   That integrated force is known as the 
‘impulse’, and the dipole moment   $  is analogous to similar quantity in electostatics: 
the dipole moment of positive and negative charge.  Here x is a position vector, ω = ∇ X u the 
vorticity and dV a volume element.   For a pair of point vortices of opposite sign, separated by 
distance L,  each with circulation Γ, the dipole moment, and hence the integrated force,  is just   
L Γ.   This is pretty deep fluid dynamics, but worth looking forward to. !!!!!!!!!!

!
x ×
!
ω dV∫∫∫





Appendix:  generalizing Bernoulli !
  We have a tendency to think Bernoulli’s equation is something we learn early in fluid dynamics, 
and then move on to more sophisticated affairs.   It is much more general than the initial 
derivation.  For example, density stratified flow that is adiabatic requires no modification, of 
Bernoulli function conservation, even though buoyancy effects will control the detailed flow. 
Coriolis effects also make no change because that force is perpendicular to the velocity, even     
Below we give a remarkably simple generalization of Bernoulli conservation for compressible, 
thermally active flow.   Further connections with vorticity dynamics abound, but we have run 
out of time here. !
  For incompressible, constant-density fluid,  the momentum equation in terms of the Bernoulli 
function B is !
                    $                            (5a) 

                                 "        (5b) 
The kinetic (KE) and potential (PE) energies per unit mass trade off with the working of 
pressure on a fluid parcel.   F is whatever frictional forces or other external forces are present…
and henceforth will be neglected.    For a steady flow, integrating along either streamlines or 
vortex lines, with F = 0, gives !
         B = constant along the integration path !
It may be puzzling that the momentum equation now looks like an energy equation, but that’s 
just like taking F = mA  (where F is a force and A an acceleration) and integrating it following a 
particle… ∫F · dx is now force x distance which is the net work done by the force, and the 
righthand side becomes the change in 1/2 m|u|2 , the kinetic energy of the particle.   !!
       Generalization.  For a compressible fluid, in which there is active change in internal energy 
of the fluid parcel there is an elegant generalization of Bernoulli’s equation (see Gill, 
Atmosphere-Ocean Dynamics, sec 4.7-4.8 and Schär, J.Atmospheric Sci. 1993).  The problem to 
be solved is that the momentum equation term ∇p/ρ  does not integrate simply if ρ varies.  But 
you can verify the identity: 
                $  
where E is the internal energy  of the fluid, E = CVT for an ideal gas, using the specific heat 
capacity CV.    T is the temperature and S the entropy. This uses the 1st law of thermodynamics 
(the thermodynamic energy equation) in the form !
       dE = TdS - pdV   =>   ∇E = T∇S + p/ρ2 ∇ρ !
where V = 1/ρ and dE becomes ∇E, etc.).  The result is a more general Bernoulli function, !
  B = external energy + internal energy + p/ρ     (6a) !
where external+internal energy  per unit mass = KE + PE + E = 1/2 |u|2 + Φ + E.   The 
momentum equation now has an added term accounting for heat sources or sinks,  
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    $                (6b) 

!
For adiabatic flow (no heat addition, even if temperature and density change due to 
compression),  the momentum equation (6b) is unchanged from the basic case (5a). 
Recall that entropy S is defined in order to give a ‘heat-like’ variable that is a state variable 
(‘heat’ is a verb, not a noun).  Sometimes the 1st law of thermodynamics is written 
           dE = δ’Q - δ’W 
in terms of heat addition δ’Q and pressure work δ’W, where the primes indicate that neither Q 
or W are state variables.  Yet they can be rewritten in terms of state variables S,  p and V (= 1/ρ).  
The catch here is that entropy, S, is only given by TdS = δ’Q for quasi-equilibrium processes…the 
entropy change is greater than this in an acoustic shock wave, for example. Christoph Schär likes 
to write this generalized Bernoulli function as  B = h + KE + PE where h = E + p/ρ  is enthalpy.   !
   For the atmosphere, release of latent heat by condensation is important, and can be 
incorporated approximately in T∇S, further generalizing Bernoulli function as !
  B = external energy + internal energy + p/ρ + Lvq  !
where q is the specific humidity and Lv  the latent heat of condensation ~ 2.5 megaJoules per kg. The 
quantity  E + p/ρ + Φ + Lvq  is called moist static energy (Gill 3.8, 4.4.9, 4.8).   !
  !
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AS505/Amath505/Ocean 511  
Lab 3:  Waves 
                P.Rhines notes  11xi2014 !
_________________ 
    As in earlier labs, these notes go well beyond the basic introduction to gravity waves.  They are 
meant to show some of the interesting avenues and applications that follow directly from the  
basic theory, and are worth following up in future encounters with wave dynamics.  !
 o   Waves occur throughout fluids in nature, with many of the properties exhibited by 
waves in elastic solids,  sound and light.  Unlike small amplitude sound- and light waves,  gravity 
waves on water are dispersive in general: they sort out into sinusoidal components as the 
propagate.  Idealized non-dispersive waves more or less hold their shape as they propagate.  Τhe    
dynamics of waves is summed up in their dispersion relation,   σ = f(k). Once this is known then 
initial-value and boundary value problems can be worked out in full, often using Fourier 
analysis.  !
 o   Gravity waves on a water surface are dispersive when their wavelength is short 
(relative to the mean fluid depth), and non-dispersive when long. !
 o   Refraction occurs when waves propagate through a gradually changing medium, 
writing the dispersion relation σ = f(k; x) with the position x varying gradually over a 
wavelength: for example water waves propagating from deep water into shallow water,  
changing their wavelength and direction as they come into shore. Propagation through a 
changing mean-velocity field also refracts waves.   For wavelengths smaller than the length scale 
L of variations in the medium, there is elegant, and rather simple, ray theory also known as 
geometrical optics:    Scattering of waves occurs due to more abrupt changes in the medium, for 
example a topographic escarpment or island.  Diffraction occurs at abrupt obstacles or 
boundaries, producing new wave components according to Huygen’s principle  (for example, the 
colors displayed when white light passes through a narrow slit).  Throughout the calculations, 
calculation of the energy density and energy flux in waves is of central interest. !
 o  Dispersive waves are generally nearly linear if their ‘steepness’ is small.  For water 
waves, steepness is just that: the slope of the water surface; it also can be written as U/Cp, the 
ratio of velocity amplitude U to phase speed Cp=σ/k.   Non-dispersive waves are nearly linear if  
a/H is small, where a is the amplitude of the free-surface elevation, η, and H the mean depth. 
     
 o  Group velocity  Cg is the velocity at which energy propagates: also the velocity of a 
wave packet,  which is a group of waves of nearly the same wavelength, modulated by an 
amplitude function, for example  η = A(x) exp (ikx - iσt) where A(x) varies only slightly over a 
wavelength.   
Τhe radian frequency σ = 2π/T where T is the period of the wave (in seconds).    k is the 
wavenumber, k = 2π/λ where λ is wavelength (in meters).  Think of k as spatial frequency, quite 
analogous to temporal frequency σ.   Then Cg = ∂σ /∂k, which is only equal to phase speed Cp 
for non-dispersive waves.  
    Group velocity follows from the interference of waves with slightly different wavenumber, k, 
as we see with a pair of figures printed with parallel bars.   In the pattern below the bars (left 



panel) gradually change in wavelength from top to bottom, and as a result, when two such 
images are superimposed (right panel), the 
wavelength of the interference pattern also 
changes gradually. 
    When one image is moved relative to the 
other, the bands of positive interference 
move at a different velocity than that of the 
individual wave crests: their group velocity 
Cg is not the same as their phase velocity Cp.   
If the shorter waves have larger Cp than 
longer waves, Cg > Cp and conversely.  The 
connection with the usual formula 
   Cg = ∂σ/∂k  
is that 
   Cg = Cp + k dCp/dk  . !

   Water waves propagating in one dimension have dispersion relation  
    σ = gk tanh(kh)  
with mean depth h.  The short- (deep-water) limit is   
   σ = (gk)1/2 ; Cp = σ/k = (g/k)1/2;   Cg = 1/2 (g/k)1/2   = 1/2 Cp        (kH >> 1) 
and long- (shallow-water) limit 
   σ = (gH)1/2 k   (kH << 1);  Cg  = Cp  = (gH)1/2 
   The physics behind them is simply that if the water initially has zero vorticity, it will continue 
to, in absence of friction or external forces.  The interior equation for the velocity potential φ, 
∇2φ = 0  is Laplace’s equation;  it is not hard to show that its solutions have the minimum 
possible kinetic energy of any flow with the same boundary conditions (conserving mass and in 
absence of discontinuities).  Lazy interior flow driven by the dynamics of Bernoulli’s equation at 
the water surface. Scale analysis shows immediately that the velocity field has vertical scale the 
same as its horizontal scale, as the basic  solution for deep-water, short waves shows  
(φ = eikx-iσt ekz  ).    !
 o  A pebble thrown into a pond makes a short-lived, messy disturbance, but the rings of 
outward propagating waves are extremely well organized, as they sort out into their sine-wave 
components.  These properties are best viewed on the x-t plane,  where both the velocity of 
phase  and of energy shows clearly.  Long waves travel the fastest, leaving shorter gravity waves 
behind.  (Surface tension adds a cubic term to the dispersion relation,     
   σ2  = gk + τk3 
where τ is the coefficient of surface tension.  This gives short ripples very large phase and group 
velocity; these move out rapidly but also dissipate rapidly because of their small scale/large 
wavenumber k).   
   An x-t diagram for a 1-dimensional version of the pebble in the pond, below, is ‘easily’ made 
with Matlab.  For the inital disturbance η(x, t=0) we take a narrow Gaussian bell curve  
   *  
Write this as a Fourier integral 

   *   

Now the dispersion relation tells us to let each sine-wave component propagate with its own 
phase velocity; since this is linear dynamics we can add all these components to give, for all later 
time,  

   *  

η(x,t = 0) = exp(−x2 / a2 )
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where σ = (gk)1/2.  From this point we can get a surprisingly accurate ray theory solution by the 
using the group velocity (more formally using the method of stationary phase).  Or, Matlab can 
plot the above solution exactly.   The Matlab plot for short deep-water gravity waves is below, 

with the free surface elevation plotted for several times (time increases downward), showing 
long waves leading the pack, propagating to the left, followed by slower shorter waves. The 
initial condition was a Gaussian with small width a (we show just the left half of the wave field 
which is symmetric in x).  !!
    This discussion brings up the phase of the waves, say θ(x,t) = kx - σt.   A wave-crest or wave-
trough is a line of constant phase.  On the x-t diagram, the wave-crests for short gravity waves 
(=constant phase curves) are parabolas; they don’t propagate with constant Cp because the 
wavelength varies in x.  Energy propagates along straight lines in X(t) on this diagram, with dX/
dt = Cg(k(x,t)).   To see this substitute the dispersion relation into the definition of phase to 
write  
   θ = kx - (gk)1/2 t   
and use group velocity to locate the value of k and  σ at a point (x,t): 
   x/t = ∂σ/∂k = 1/2(g/k)1/2   or k = 1/4 (gt2/x2) 
Combining, 
    θ = 1/4  gt2/x 
which gives the shape of the wave crest pattern on the x-t plane: 
   x  = 1/4 gt2/θ 
which is a set of parabolas for constant values of θ.   !
 o  A distant storm excites short gravity waves which can be followed half-way round the 
Earth.   Apply  
   Cg = 1/2 (g/k)1/2  = 1/2 σ/k = 1/2 g/σ  



(using the dispersion relation),  for waves that appear at distance X(t),  generated at time t0 and 
location X0.  
    The distance travelled divided by the travel time is 
    (X-X0)/(t-t0) = Cg = 1/2 g/σ  and so    !
   σ = 1/2 g (t - t0) /(X-X0)  =>   dσ/dt = 1/2 g/(X-X0) !
Watching on the beach at La Jolla CA,  surfers see waves from a single storm gradually increase 
in frequency (as the slower, shorter waves arrive later than the faster, longer waves).  Plotting 
the frequency vs. time tells us how far away the waves were generated, and when they were 
generated.   The figure below from Snodgrass et al.,  Phil.Trans. Royal Society 1966, shows the 

spectral power density at Honolulu: slanting ridges of wave energy as a function of frequency 
and time, over a month in Southern Hemisphere winter.  Waves roll in, along great-circle paths 
from near New Zealand and from the Indian Ocean.  (Use the above formula to calculate the 
distance (X-X0) and propagation time (t-t0) of the storms that generated the waves. The units for 
frequency are millicycles per second.)  These remarkable waves have typical wavelengths of 
350m and period 15 sec; they are long compared with the swell and wind-waves most visible 
(owing to their greater steepness); the way they interact with the shorter waves is a further 
problem.   A charming historic video of this experiment is at     

                             https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MX5cKoOm6Pk !
          
 o Standing waves vs. propagating waves:  rays and modes. In the lab, waves propagating  
down a channel led to their reflection at the end wall, and the setting up of standing waves.  The 
figures below from Van Dyke’s Album of Fluid Motion, shows streak images of gravity waves 
with varying amounts of reflection at the end wall.  With no reflection the particle orbits are  
circles, with phase moving steadily along the channel.  The water surface in the top image is 
smeared out by the propagation (a purely traveling wave).   The stronger the reflection, the less 
phase propagation occurs, and the particles move along simple curves showing the streamlines 



beneath the wave.  Energy propagation relies on phase propagation: it vanishes in standing 
waves.  You can see this from the expression <pu> for the average energy flux: pressure times 
horizontal velocity.  The brackets < > mean a time average at one value of x.  By definition,  u ~ 
∂φ/∂x and Bernoulli tells us that p/ρ ~ -∂φ/∂t.  These two yield α non-zero mean product <pu> 
for a traveling wave but not for a standing wave (verify this!).   Basically to have some energy 
flux pressure and horizontal velocity must not be ‘in quadrature’, that is like cos(t)sin(t), which 
is exactly how they are in a standing wave: the time average <cos(t)sin(t)> = 0.   The waves in 
these images have half-wavelength comparable with the mean depth, putting them between the 
short- and long-wavelenght extremes.  
 

!!
    In the lab this is a tactile experience. Making waves with a paddle requires work: force x 
velocity.  Beginning at rest, we send waves down a channel, doing work, but when they reflect 
and come back they do nearly equal work on us!  The standing wave thus set up can be 
maintained with very little effort.   This shows that waves indeed carry energy (at a rate equal to 
the rate of doing work with the paddle).  The also carry momentum, and that is key to the 
interaction of waves with mean flows.  



!
   In more general problems in 2 or 3 dimensions,  wave modes can be set up from an initial state 
of rest by propagation along rays.  This is seen vividly with internal gravity waves in ocean or 
atmosphere (or GFD lab).  !
 o Nonlinear effects occur when the wave steepness is not small.   Nonlinearity can build 
up gradually, as in undular bores or solitary waves,  or abruptly, as with wave breaking.   Long 
gravity waves steepen just forward of a wave-crest, essentially because the water is deeper there, 
hence the crest catches up with the wave- trough; the fluid velocity in the direction of 
propagation also helps, since it is maximum at the wave-crest.  An elegant theory of nonlinear 
long waves exists; see for example Lighthill, Waves in Fluids (Cambridge Univ. Press) and 
G.B.Whitham’s mathematically elegant Linear and Nonlinear Waves Wiley, 1974, available free 
at                 https://ia700807.us.archive.org/6/items/LinearAndNonlinearWaves/Whitham-LinearAndNonlinearWaves_text.pdf 

   
   In the lab we look at the way nonlinear steepening of a long gravity wave, which concentrates 
energy, can be ‘arrested’ by dispersion, which wants to spread out the energy.  The result can be 
the soliton or undular bore, both remarkable wave structures that appear often in nature, and 
also have enriched some mathematicians by making long distance communication via fibre-
optics cables a reality.    A ‘bore’ is a discontinuity in fluid surface height, like  a very steep long 
wave.  Its character is that it loses energy while conserving momentum flux; it can do this 
gradually, as above, with dispersive waves carrying away energy from the discontinuity, or  
bores can be more violent, hydraulic jumps, in which turbulence at the discontinuous η 
dissipates mechanical energy.  If we tip up the long wave tank the lab slightly, so that one end is 
‘dry’, waves propagating toward the dry ‘beach’ steepen and form solitary waves…solitons.  
Having a beach to absorb waves is also a good way to see (in the lab or in nature) the group 
velocity of gravity waves, by avoiding the end-wall reflection that creates standing waves.  
     
   Το see a hydraulic jump look no further than your kitchen sink.  Steady flow of water spreads 
out along the bottom of the sink.  It decelerates to conserve volume flux.  But decelerating 
through critical flow speed (where U = (gh)1/2 or Froude number = U2/gh = 1 ) occurs abruptly,  
as the surface jumps upward, and the flow speed greatly decreases.  As in the lab’s flow channel 
(see Lab #2 writeup), long waves propagating inward toward the jump cannot penetrate it. They 
are stopped, and the nonlinear theory says that any more gradual deceleration of the flow will 
convert to this abrupt and turbulent jump.  !
  When the ocean tide rises at the mouth of a river it 
communicates the sea-surface rise up-river as a gravity 
wave.  This steepens and forms a mix of turbulent and 
undular bores, upon which you can surf: the Severn 
River in southwest England is seen at 
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DmHtp-YF8Q 
The image of the undular bore on the Severn River below 
is from the Daily Mail, 18 Nov. 2014 
 !!!!!!!!!



                                                         A  tidal undular bore in Alaska. !!!!
   o  Advection by mean currents is a key topic of wave theory.  We’ve talked about a pebble 
thrown into a pond.  What about a rock in a fast-flowing stream?   The term u∂u/∂x is part of 
the acceleration of a fluid parcel, the nonlinear advection term.  With a large-scale, constant 
mean flow U in the x-direction, the  linearized momentum equations have a new term U∂u/∂x.  
Follow the wave theory derivation, where the wave-related horizontal velocity is u(x,t):  for a 
wave with u = Real(A exp(ikx - iσt)exp(kz) we have for Du/Dt !
   (-iσ + Uik) Aexp(ikx - iσt)exp(kz) !
It follows that the dispersion relation between frequency and wavenumber becomes simply 
   *  
for deep water (short) gravity waves.   You can also imagine finding this result as an observer 
moving with the mean x-velocity, U,  who sees a Doppler-shifted frequency,  σ - Uk.  An 
important application is to standing (stationary-) waves on a moving stream.  As in our flow 
channel in the lab,  we see waves that sit still, their upstream phase speed measured relative to 
the fluid just equal and opposite to U.  Thus σ measured in a non-moving reference frame 
(sitting on the riverbank) vanishes in this case.  With σ = 0, the dispersion relation becomes   

    *  

telling us the wavenumber and wavelength (2π/k) of the standing waves… longer waves for 
higher flow speed.  If we include effects of finite mean water depth, h,  there is a crisis where all 
the long wavelength waves have the same phase speed (gh)1/2,  and this is where our rather crazy 
hydraulic dynamics (hydraulic jumps, critical flow speed over a bump…) occurs.   !
   The propagation of energy is as usual Cg = ∂σ/∂k, hence with the mean flow, 
                                                      Cg = U +  1/2 (g/k)1/2,  

σ −Uk = (gk)1/2

k = g
U 2



simply the sum of the mean flow plus group velocity of waves in water at rest.  If U is switched 
on from rest, wave packets  fill out the region expanding downstream of the rock at rate Cg = 3/2 
U (from combining the two equations just above).  Hence, waves and their energy propagate 
downstream form the rock 50% faster than U itself.  !
   o Wave energy.  Waves propagating across a water surface at rest conserve energy, and 
the flux of energy is given by the energy density times the group velocity Cg (for gravity waves, 
energy is KE + PE, which = 2KE) .    Cg is relevant because it is the velocity of propagation of a 
wave packet.   More generally, a large-scale flow U(x,y) will refract, reflect, compress or expand, 
and even generate waves.   Waves can give up energy to the mean flow or take energy from it.   A 
key result of great generality is that a wave packet propagating through a gradually varying 
mean flow will  not conserve its wave energy but in many cases it does conserve a new quadratic 
quantity, the wave action,  A.  !
     ‘A’  is energy divided by frequency (not the frequency seen by an observer in a fixed reference 
frame, but the energy seen by an observer moving with the mean flow, as in sitting in a kayak.  
The action A is 

    *   

and a similar corresponding expression for waves propagating in 2 or 3 dimensions.   The 
denominator is the frequency of the wave measured in a frame moving with the mean flow…the 
kayaker who is not paddling.   !
    With surprisingly little work one can complete the story of the kayaker who experiences tidal 
flows U(x) and gravity waves: there the wave energy can be concentrated dangerously by 
conservation of wave action.   It is one example where wave theory can aid our survival.  !
    !

A = E
σ −U k
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Lab 4:  Flows with viscosity and the turbulent dissipation of energy: vorticity again !
                P.Rhines notes  1xii2014 

!
    The many topics in this fluid dynamics course have surprising and useful relationships.  In 
particular, connections between vorticity with: fluid drag, viscous forces, instability, and 
dissipation of kinetic energy by turbulence.  Gravity waves also give us a ‘null state’… almost 
zero vorticity…to think about (how can they be frictionally damped?).   These notes give some of 
the theoretical discussion of viscous effects on fluids, while also reviewing the experiments in 
this lab.  !
   As introduction let’s establish that vorticity is essential to: 
 o  all viscous forces in the fluid 
 o  all viscous dissipation of kinetic energy (for example, in turbulent flows) 
The question is, however, where does vorticity come from?  The equation governing it is  the curl 
of the momentum equation (here, for constant density with no external forces acting)            

    !      (4.1) 

ν  is kinematic viscosity (the momentum diffusivity coefficient divided by density) with 
dimensions  m2 sec-1 ;  for water at 200C,  ν ≈ 0.98 x 10-6 m2 sec-1.  Air is 15 times as viscous as 
water (in terms of ν),   νair =  1.5 x 10-5  m2 sec-1.  !
     Recall that vorticity, ! , is half the average angular rotation rate of a little sphere of 
fluid, following the flow.  It arises from both shear and streamline curvature.  Fluid spheres 
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tumble in a shear flow with straight streamlines, say u = Az, and also rotate in a curved flow. In a 
2-dimensional flow, by locally fitting a circle to a curved streamline we can use polar coordinates 
(r, θ) to write the vorticity as    r-1 ∂ (ru)/∂r where u is the full velocity along the streamline.   
Recall the peculiar case of a point vortex,  u = A/r, where shear and curvature cancel, and 
vorticity is zero everywhere except for a singular (infinite) vorticity at the origin:  a vorticity 
meter orbits around the center without spinning.  !
   Equation 4.1 seems to tell us that if the fluid initially has no vorticity (say it is at rest or moving 
with a uniform velocity), then no vorticity can develop in the future!  This would be true in an 
unbounded fluid,  and it points to the importance of having rigid boundaries which can act as 
sources of vorticity, or perhaps an interface with another fluid (as at the sea surface).   !
    Consider the momentum equation written in an unusual way. Use the vector identity 
    ! . 
For an incompressible fluid this is simply 
    !  
and the incompressible momentum equation becomes !
        !       (4.2) 

so that viscous forces in a fluid depend on the existence of vorticity (and its spatial variation). 
       
    Now let’s jump right into a turbulent fluid.  Turbulence is chaotic, complex flow of a fluid 
having the property that it dissipates kinetic energy remarkably quickly.  The equation for 
kinetic energy is formed by the scalar product of the momentum equation (4.2) with the 
velocity: 

   !    (4.3) 

assuming the flow incompressible, constant density and without external forces acting.  Here we 
used another vector identity 

   !   

The final term describes the diffusion of kinetic energy by viscous forces.   If we integrate over 
the entire fluid, out to a distance where velocity vanishes,  or to a solid boundary where velocity 
vanishes,  then 

   !                                           (4.4) 
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    This shows that vorticity is essential to viscous dissipation of kinetic energy in a fluid.  The 
symbol ε is often used to denote this dissipation. Again this is ironic, because energy dissipation 
is usually written in terms of the strain field…the deformation of shape of fluid elements, which 
seems so different from the vorticity ‘spin’ of fluid elements. That’s the wonder of applied math, 
in showing that the two are connected after integrating over a fluid volume.   The more standard 
way of writing energy dissipation is 
                    ε =  2ν <eij  eij>       eij ≡ 1/2(∂ui/∂xj + ∂uj/∂xi) 
(Κundu p.559), in tensor notation, summing i and j over the three directions. eij is the symmetric 
part of the fluid rate-of-strain tensor. Recall that vorticity corresponds to the anti-symmetric 
part of the tensor eij , while the fluid strain (which deforms the shape of fluid elements) 
corresponds to the symmetric part of eij .  For turbulence that is isotropic (average properties the 
same in all directions) and homogeneous (average properties independent of position),  the 
dissipation turns out to be simply 

    !  

using just one component of the strain, ∂u/∂x,  since the average strain is the same in all 
directions.  Even though vorticity locally involves no strain (near an observation point),  globally 
its effect carries over to the strain field as shown by the general equation (4.4), which makes no 
assumptions about the flow being homogeneous or isotropic.   !!
    Diffusion of momentum and vorticity: basic solutions.   
    For a plane boundary at z= 0, suppose the initial velocity of the fluid is a constant Uo in the x-
direction.  Then the x-momentum equation becomes 

    !                                                 (4.5) 

with boundary conditions u = U0 at z=0 and u => 0 as z => ∞. The equation (4.1) for the 
vorticity is the same, since  

      !  

 obeys the same equation (just differentiate eqn. (4.5) with respect to z).  This is the same as the 
equation for diffusion of heat from a heated boundary.  We know how that works: specify the 
boundary temperature, and heat diffuses out of the wall into the fluid, bring the fluid gradually 
to the same temperature.  Here momentum and vorticity both diffuse away from the boundary, 
moving a distance ~ !  in after a time t. The viscous momentum flux at the wall is ν∂u/∂z 
and the viscous vorticity flux is  
                                              ν∂ω/∂z =  -ν∂2u/∂z2.   
Basic scale analysis of eqn. 4.5 gives us this result.  Let ∂u/∂t ~ u/T and ∂u/∂z ~ u/L for 
estimates of time scale and length scale of u given by T and L.  Then (4.5) tells us 
    u/T ~ νu/L2  =>   L ~ (νT)1/2. 
Again, over a time interval T, diffusion moves momentum a distance  ~ (νT)1/2.   !
    (a) Viscous decay of a sinusoidal row of jets. The most basic solution of the diffusion 
equation is for an initial condition 
   u = A cos kz    @ t=0. 
Look for a solution of the form u = f(t) cos kz  for some function f(t).  Substituting in the 
equation,    df/dt = -ν k2 f   so    f = exp(-νk2 t) and !
   u = A cos(kz) exp(-νk2 t),           (4.6) !
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giving exponential decay of a sinusoidal velocity field at the same rate as above (since L ~ 1/k). !
   (b) flow next to an oscillating boundary. An equally easy solution applies to a rigid plate 
oscillating sinusoidally, parallel to itself (Kundu, Ch. 10, p. 319). It is the same form as the 
temperature distribution in the ground forced by diurnally varying solar heating with period T: 
the heat (or momentum in our case) penetrates a distance ~ (νT)1/2  away from the boundary, as 
we would have concluded from scale analysis. !
   (c) viscous decay of a single jet of flow.  Using Fourier analysis we can add up these cosine 
solutions to make a localized initial condition (the equation is linear, so solutions can be added 
together to make new solutions).   Suppose  
   u = A exp(-z2/a2) @ time t = t0 . 
The Fourier analysis gives this Gaussian bell-curve ‘jet’ 
  
!    ! .                                              (4.7) 
which spreads out in time:   because the long wavelength harmonic components (4.6) die more 
slowly than the short wavelengths.  The amplitude of this solution is chosen so the integrated 
velocity equals unity. The solution at four times is plotted below. 
If we take time t → 0 the Gaussian is tall and narrow, but with the same momentum.  We can 

match the initial condition by appropriate choice of t0.   This solution is known as Green’s 
function for the diffusion equation, which preserves total x-momentum as it diffuses outward. !
   (d)  flow diffusing in from a plane boundary which is suddenly accelerated.  Another 
fundamental solution is for the fluid at rest next to a rigid plane boundary at z=0; the boundary 
is suddenly accelerated to constant speed U, in the x-direction,  and held at that speed.  The 
solution to (4.5) is  

   !                            (4.8) 

The integral of a Gaussian appearing here is known as an ‘error function’.  This solution has the 
same character as the diffusing Gaussian, except that the vorticity starts out very large near the 
wall, and decays with time; again the momentum spreads out a distance ~ (νt)1/2  in a time t.   
    
   Since the integrated vorticity over the whole fluid is just the difference in u(z,t) from the wall 
out to infinity, it is constant, equal to U.   Surprisingly,  all the vorticity is created in the fluid at 
the first instant in time, and thereafter just spreads out,  while the momentum of the whole fluid 
increases steadily in time, being equal to ρU(2νt/π)1/2 . 
   The vorticity is  
    -∂u/∂z = -(2νt)-1/2 U exp(-z2/2νt)  !
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Notice that the vorticity profile for this experiment is essentially the same as the velocity profile 
for the decaying viscous jet (4.7).   This is the mathematical trick suggested above: take ∂/∂z of 
eqn. (4.5), it becomes a vorticity equation.  The suddenly accelerated plate injects all the 
vorticity just after t=0, which then diffuses upward;  just as we injected all the momentum into 
the thin viscous jet (4.7) at t=0.  !
    (e) flow past a flat plate.   Εssentially the same solution applies approximately to a uniform 
flow in the x-direction that encounters a flat plate lying along the positive x-axis with its 
‘nose’ (leading edge) at x=0.  Simply replace t by x/U in the above solution. Again vorticity is 
suddenly injected into the stream at the leading edge of the plate, near x=0, z=0, and the u(z,x) 
profile spreads away from the plate, filling a parabolic region z ~ (νx/U)1/2.   There is a slight 
difference, in that the streamlines curve slightly away from the plate to avoid the slow region 
nearest the plate, which acts like an obstacle to the oncoming flow, so there is a small w-velocity: 
∂w/∂z balances the small strain, ∂u/∂x.  !
 Experiment 1:  ‘Seeing’ vortex lines:   
   We stirred the big (1.3m diameter) cylinder of water to make some messy, energetic flow.     !
    The fundamental theorem of vorticity describes the increase in vorticity as vortex lines are 
stretched: eqn. 4.1, or equivalently Kelvin’s circulation theorem, tells us that the product of the 
vorticity and the cross-sectional area, A, of a vortex tube, ! , is constant in absence of 
viscosity or external forces or buoyancy.  Conservation of mass tells us that ρA ℓ𝓁 is also constant, 
where ℓ𝓁 is the length of a marked segment of the vortex line.   Thus vorticity increases in direct 
proportion to the stretching of ℓ𝓁.    In chaotic turbulence ℓ𝓁 increases very rapidly, particularly as 
small-scale eddies are generated.  Eventually motions develop which are so small that viscosity 
no longer can be neglected.   At this time, eqn. 4.4 tells us that viscous dissipation of kinetic 
energy will begin.   Thus, by simply observing the decay rate of kinetic energy in a fluid we will 
know how much the vortex lines have been stretched in the mean.  
  
   We made an energetic flow in the 1.3 m diameter cylinder of water, and the currents died down 
(say to half their initial value) in a few tens of seconds. Compare this with the time to diffuse 
away the kinetic energy to the outer walls of the cylinder: a time τ ~ R2/ν based on the radius R 
of the cylinder of water.  With ν = 10-6 m2 sec-1  and R = 0.7 m,   τ = 0.5 x 106 sec ~ 6 days !  This 
is an example of the power of turbulent dissipation of energy, and the corresponding turbulent 
transport of momentum and vorticity out to the cylinder walls.  It guarantees that vortex lines 
have stretched and tangled to the point where ! destroys the much of the kinetic energy in 
a time  τ ~ R/U …no matter how small the viscosity is!  The ‘big eddies’ of turbulence only get to 
circulate once or twice before they have lost their energy (lost it to a slight heating of the fluid). !
   There is thus great interest in visualizing vortex lines in complex flows.  This is rarely done, 
even with current numerical models.  But in some cases the vortex lines are clear enough, for 
example with a ring vortex (a ‘smoke ring’).   These are easily generated by an impulsive push 
from the boundary of the fluid.   
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             Above: A single vortex ring: the vortex lines are rings, with the smoke showing 
streamlines of flow that wrap around the rings;  A ‘toroid’ or doughnut, the 3-dimensional 
version of a dipole made from two 2-dimensional point vortices. !
A video in the APS Gallery of Fluid Motion shows the breakdown of a ‘knotted’ ring vortex into 
fully developed turbulence.  Look for The life of a vortex knot  at http://vimeo.com/83946699  
where the still images below come from. 

!
                      In the above images, the well-defined vortex lines, initially generated as a single 
knotted vortex ring, quickly interact, create two rings,  and generate a full spectrum of 
turbulence: flow instability occurs continually, producing small eddies which then dissipate 
kinetic energy; some ring-like features remain. !
  Where vorticity comes from.   If there are no external forces or buoyancy forces (due to density 
variations and gravity), then the only possibility is that the rigid boundaries surrounding the 
fluid are the origin of vorticity.  We know that fluid momentum is generated by viscous stress  
!  where ! is a unit vector normal to the boundary.  For flow in the x-direction above a 
plane boundary along the x-axis, as above, the stress is ν∂u/∂z.  The divergence of this stress 
υ∇
!
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ν∂2u/∂z2 is a viscous force.  But, this force is also the viscous transport of vorticity away from 
the boundary, -ν∂ω /∂z = ν∂/∂z (∂u/∂z).    Hence we see that  !
 vorticity is generated at a motionless rigid boundary at a net rate equal to the pressure 
gradient tangential to the boundary; for a plane boundary along the x-axis 
                                        -ν∂ω/∂z ≡  ν∂2u/∂z2= ρ-1 ∂p/∂x   !
If the boundary moves like U(t), a term  ∂U/∂t  is added to the vorticity generation.  This result, 
developed by Morton, (Geophys. Astrophys. Fluid Dynamics 1984) is surprising, in that the 
vorticity in a volume of fluid is generated at a rate that is not explicitly dependent of the viscosity 
coefficient, providing it is non-zero.  Of course viscosity ν does feed back on the process by 
affecting pressure.  We see that the potential flow round a cylinder, with its pressure increasing 
downstream on its back side, is susceptible to generation of vorticity of the opposite sign as that 
on the front side, and this leads to flow reversal that forces separation of the flow from the 
boundary…. the separation that produces drag.  !
  Usually this is mostly the shear stress due to the velocity parallel with the boundary, for 
example  !  for a boundary normal to the z-axis. This is a force in the x-direction with u in 
the x-direction.  In general there is also the possibility of a normal viscous stress ! , 
exerted in the z-direction since ∂w/∂z does not need to vanish at the wall even though w does 
vanish there.  This is the kind of viscous stress that makes a column of honey poured from a 
bottle fall so slowly, providing a vertical force on a small element of the column, to balance 
gravity.  !
    The fact that vorticity is produced in the fluid at the wall seems to contradict the vorticity 
equation (4.1), and we still see research papers being written about this.  There is a problem with 
the analogy of conduction of heat from a wall into a fluid:   the wall really doesn’t ‘have vorticity’ 
to give the fluid, even though it may have heat to give the fluid.   This leads to some interesting 
mathematical fixes and physics puzzles.    !
 In the atmosphere and ocean, vorticity emerges at the lower boundary and there is the 
additional generation by buoyancy forces, which is the subject of GFD.  Islands leave vortex 
wakes (see Jan Mayen island generated vortex wake at the beginning of these notes).  They 
resemble rather low to moderate Reynolds number cylinder wakes, despite the fact that the 
Reynolds number  UL/ν   based on the island width is of order 1010 .  This is likely due to the 
extreme aspect ratio of the flow confined by a low-level density inversion to a thin layer above 
the surface, much thinner than the width of the flow.  !
 Experiment 2: diffusion of momentum away from a boundary.  In the lab we wrap this 
problem into cylindrical geometry,  impulsively starting a cylinder of water rotating with the  
fluid at rest inside.  To keep the flow 2-dimensional, we float a thin layer of fresh water on top of 
a deep layer of dense, salty water.  A single radial line of dye is drawn on the upper fluid, and 
followed in time.   As the water near the wall accelerates it carries the green dye along, forming a 
spiral pattern.  As with tree rings, we can count the number of turns which tells us the number 
of times the cylinder has rotated (as long as the central core has not yet accelerated).  The 
diffusive velocity profile u(r,t) is very similar to the solution  (4.8).  The spacing d between rings 
of dye is small where the shear is largest (1/d is proportional to the time-integrated shear at that 
radius, since the beginning of the experiment).   Eventually the velocity field comes to solid body 
rotation, with no more shearing motion, just as solution (4.8) for a moving plane boundary 
comes to a uniform flow without shear.  The dye itself has an interesting life cycle, because its 
molecular diffusivity is far weaker than the momentum diffusivity.  But, eventually the dye line 
is stretched so much, its radial gradient is so large that molecular diffusion destroys it: this is  !
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called ‘shear augmented diffusion’ or ‘shear dispersion’.  It is a model for the way stirring a 
passive tracer leads to small scales and molecular mixing…rather like turbulent energy  
dissipation. !
 Experiment 3: vorticity generated in flow past a boundary. We have already shown in a 
previous lab the problem of wakes behind a cylinder, and their relation with fluid drag…pressure 
forces (plus viscous shear stress) exchanging momentum with the solid boundary.  In this 
experiment we simply illustrated the way vortices are shed from a flat plate … a paddle .. moved 
in the fluid.  They begin life as 2-dimensional tall vortices, but these are very unstable, and 
rapidly collapse into 3D turbulence: again illustrating the role of vorticity in producing energy 
dissipation quickly.  This effect appears in a multitude of experiments, for example the familiar 
vortices shed in the wake of a cylinder or sphere, or the more interesting vortex pattern left 
behind an airplane wing. !
   The importance of vorticity to forces exerted between solid boundaries and fluids is underlined 
 by the results for irrotational flow…potential flow.  A 3-dimensional object in such a steady flow 
feels no force from the fluid at all!  A 2-dimensional object feels no drag force but can have a ‘lift’ 
force normal to the mean flow.    The whole science of flight revolves around the ‘bound 
vorticity’ that exists to bring the stagnation point to the trailing edge of the airfoil: potential flow 
has an infinity of velocity at that trailing edge which is removed by the slightest amount of 
viscosity.  In that case the  lift force is simply ρUΓ,  where Γ is the circulation about the airfoil.. 
the area integrated bound vorticity ‘hiding’ in the solid body.  It does sound like black magic, but 
it’s an important example of subtle physics at work to allow us to fly.  
  
    But as any kayaker or rower knows, sharp edges help generate vortices and as we argued 
earlier, the dipole moment of this vorticity is equal to the force propelling your boat (per unit 
time)….www.concept2.com !
  

!
 



  Experiment 4: vorticity generated by breaking waves.  Ocean gravity waves are nearly 
irrotational when their steepness is small.  This largely enables their propagation half-way 
around the Earth.  Yet they transport enormous amounts of energy (which can be harvested by 
wave-power generators).   This energy is almost totally lost to heat where they break on a distant 
shore: this is obvious due to the lack of significant reflected waves.  Where does the vorticity 
come from, to enable this dissipation?  In small amplitude waves there has to be a weak viscous 
boundary layer at the surface if it is ‘clean’, that is there is no stress connected with the wavy 
boundary.  The curvature of the surface turns the no-stress condition into a weak viscous force.  
But the real action occurs due to nonlinear wave breaking: reconnecting the free surface to make 
a complex, topologically interesting boundary condition.  We won’t go into detail here, but in the 
lab we use ‘fish flakes’…silvery herring scales… in the fluid to visualize the small scale  motions 
by lining up with the shear.  (Fish flakes are sold to makers of cosmetics… to make your eyelids 
glitter.  Being organic I guess they are somewhat non-toxic, but they do smell rather bad).   !
   The images below show a shallow layer of fluid with waves, and as they break a burst of small-
scale eddies appears.  The viscous stress at the bottom of the fluid plus flow instability does the 
work, and as above, quickly dissipates the kinetic energy.  The same effect occurs in our longer 
channel, when tipped up at one end to form a ‘beach’.  Gravity waves sent along the channel 
break and dissipate at the beach and there is virtually no reflected wave.  (Is that why it’s warm 
when you go to the beach?).   Thus there are two key ideas here: viscous stress in the lower 
boundary layer and breaking and reconnection of the fluid surface, both generating vorticity 
with the help of viscous forces.  !!
 

!!!!!!!



  Experiment 5:  vorticity concentration by flow instability.   Instability of a large-scale flow is 
one of the mechanisms that create the small eddies of turbulence.  It is a large subject in itself, 
but we see it readily in these lab experiments.   
 

             
             
 The image above, also visualized with fish flakes, shows the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 
of a shear line, which wraps up into vortex cores.  I’ve added some methylene blue dye to the 
potion, so that dark blue color appears where the silvery platelets are lined up vertically by the 
shear…there you can see deep into the fluid. It makes one think of Jupiter’s atmosphere, where 
the optical depth varies, and one sees deep into the atmosphere in special places.  The vorticity 
is not generated inside the fluid, but by a stirring rod moved through it.  !
   Experiment 6: vorticity generation from flow instability, and its effect on momentum 
transport.   Finally, a classic experiment on instability called Taylor-Couette flow. The 
apparatus is a plexiglass cylinder with a second cylinder of smaller radius, inside it.  The gap is 
filled with fluid (and fish flakes).  If we spin the inner cylinder it creates a simple shearing flow 
in the fluid with the outermost fluid at rest.   When the angular momentum of the fluid 
decreases outward, it is unstable to overturning cells…ring vortices which you see.   This makes 
the flow fully 3-dimensional, unlike the examples just above.  The vortex rings have the same 
height as the gap width.   They are doughnut-shaped overturning cells,  ‘rolling over’ and 
increasing the transport of momentum between the rigid boundaries, where their vorticity 
originates (their vorticity vector points azimuthally, in the same direction as the horizontal flow, 



and it is created by tipping the vortex lines of the primary shear flow, which are vertical).  
Viscous stress of the primary shear flow transports momentum as well, but the vortices increase 
the transport and hence the stress on the boundary.   G.I.Taylor invented this experiment as a 
simple model of turbulence, and it is tractable with theory as well. When we spin the inner 
cylinder faster, these vortices become turbulent and the stress increases; vorticity at work.   
Strangely, if you rotate the outer cylinder while holding the inner cylinder fixed, the flow is 
completely stable and no toroidal vortices appear! In this case the angular momentum of the 
viscous shear flow increases outward, rendering it stable to symmetric instability.    Turbulent 
boundary layers are everywhere in Nature, and this is a way to begin to understand them. 
  !
_____________________ 
Link: 
Fluid property calculator (viscosity, specific heat…)     
http://www.mhtl.uwaterloo.ca/old/onlinetools/airprop/airprop.html !
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